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In This Short Span By Michael Ward. Pp. 304. Photographs and maps. Gollancz Ltd.,
London, 1972. Price £3'75.

A few years ago Michael Ward gave us his anthology, The Mountaineer's
Companion, a book which revealed something of his appreciation and wide
knowledge of mountain literature. In its introduction he rejected as inadequate
the classification of mountaineering as a sport; without denying that the motive
of mental and physical challenge lies somewhere near its heart, he argued that
different people, or even the same person, might climb for very different reasons.
His new book, In This Short Span (such an obvious good title that one wonders
why it has not been used before), is autobiographical, and consists essentially
of the story of five Himalayan expeditions which he made between 195 I and
1965. It is a book of exceptional interest, not just for the events and action
which it vividly describes, but even more perhaps because it illustrates remark
ably this point about the possible variety of reasons for which one man may
climb. In visiting the Himalaya, Ward has been equally fascinated by climbs
of the highest technical difficulty, such as the first ascent of Ama Dablam, by
journeys of exploration in country where 7ooo-m peaks are known to exist but
have never been firmly placed on the map, by medical work among primitive
hill people and by the physiological problems for Europeans of high-altitude
mountaineering.

Surprisingly, the diversity of these interests does not seem to have pulled the
author in several contradictory directions; and it certainly has not resulted
in a book of which the climbing reader will want to skip long sections. Scientific
technicalities never obtrude, nor does scientific objectivity; but the latter is
present throughout the book and is part of the reason for its interest. The fact
that the well-known story of Everest, 1953, can be re-told and still seem fresh
owes something to the detached scientific appraisal with which Michael Ward
is able to comment on his own or his companions' performances. Other
Himalayan climbers have also been scientists; but Ward's particular field of
work-the adaptability of the human body to cold and altitude-is one whose
results directly concern mountaineers and can explain why an attempt failed
or succeeded. This is nowhere clearer than in the chapter 'Disaster on Makalu'
-as dramatic a story as Himalayan climbing has provided, but also a deliberate
physiological experiment whose near-tragic results have helped later expeditions
to realise what physical factors they cannot safely disregard.

In This Short Span is not the complete story of lIichael Ward's mountaineering
career. Most of his visits to the Alps, if they are alluded to at all, receive only
the barest mention, and a three-week trip in the Bugaboos in 1959, the subject
of an article in Ai 65, is only given a few lines. The book, however, begins
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traditionally, with chapters tracing the author's progression, from a boyhood
ascent of the Wetterhorn, through several years on British rock, down to his first
proper seasons in the Alps, 1946 and 1947. He was at school for the first four
years of the war and still had several years of his medical training to complete
when it ended; he must have started serious rock climbing much younger than
was usual in those days. His acquisition of the basic skills at home and his
ambitious early seasons in the Alps probably owed much to John Barford, who
incidentally was one of the few people who was then aware of the enormous
changes which were likely to come over British climbing after the war. Part of
the interest of this section of the book is that it describes the very last years in
which these changes had not yet happened.

Up to this point the explorer and the medical scientist have not yet emerged;
Michael Ward is simply a climber with 'the desire to do long and hard routes'.
He does not cease to be this as the book progresses. His belief that Everest
should be looked at from the south, which led to the 1951 reconnaissance, was
that of a climber who hoped to find a practicable route now that the mountain
was blocked from Tibet; and it was not by the examination of the Khumbu
glacier but by the subsidiary journeys suggested by Eric Shipton that he was
first' fascinated by the mystery of penetration into unknown country'. These
journeys gave him immense satisfaction, yet he still 'felt subconsciously there
was something missing. This missing element was undoubtedly an intellectual
stimulus....' He could not easily pin-point exactly why this should be so, but
as a recently qualified doctor he could see where, for him, the stimulus was to
to be found. His observations, both of members of the party and of the local
inhabitants, had led him to see how little was yet known scientifically of
high-altitude physiology; and from now on both his mountaineering and his
exploration in the Himalaya were to be combined with programmes of impor
tant and often arduous research work. Some paragraphs on pp 87-9 of the
book make it clear that the 1951 expedition influenced him in a way that none
of his later expeditions did.

The different satisfactions which he found in the Himalaya are reflected in the
contrasting kinds of expedition in which he took part: Everest 1951, a lightly
equipped reconnaissance; Everest, 1953, a highly organised assault of inter
national significance; the Himalayan Scientific Expedition 1960-1, a totally
new concept (not yet repeated); the 2 trips to Bhutan, 1964 and 1965, excursions
into unknown country made with hardly any expedition superstructure at all.
To these ventures might have been added a sixth, different again from any of
them: Gosainthan, the last 8ooo-m peak, a fascinating might-have-been, for
which a strong party had already been selected when it was learned that the
mountain had succumbed to a massive attack by the Chinese. 'Ward had been
asked to lead the Gosainthan attempt, and it is worth noting that all the
expeditions in which he was involved came about largely through his own
initiative; even Everest, 1953, the apparent exception to this, could hardly
have happened but for Everest, 1951.

Michael Ward writes with great restraint and with a factual directness which
often conveys more than would the same story told in a more dramatic way. The
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book, for example, contains not only an account of the incredible descent from
Makalu (already referred to), but of another extremely critical episode, the
evacuation of a badly injured Sherpa by a tired party on the descent from
Ama Dablam. In neither of these cases are the events recounted with the least
attempt to dramatise. Equally, when a point is put emphatically, one knows that
the language is intended to mean what it says, eg, (on exhaustion at altitude):
'There is nothing that I have ever encountered that is anything like the fatigue
of high altitude. It is relentless, inescapable and all embracing. No other
mental or physical stress has anything in common with it. The feeling of
impending dissolution is indescribable.'
After the great events on Everest, Ama Dablam and Makalu, it is unavoidable
that the 2 journeys in Bhutan with which the book concludes should be of less
interest from the point of view of pure climbing, but in some ways they are the
most interesting part of the book. The reasons for the author's tiny parties
being in Bhutan at all were medical or scientific, but on both occasions they
seized the opportunity to try to unravel some of the topography of what will
one day be a magnificent new area for Himalayan climbers. How much still
remains to be found out about the ranges and even the main river systems of
this part of Bhutan can be seen from one of the end-paper maps; this in itself
is also some indication of the Shipton-esque character of these journeys of
true mountaineering exploration.

Simply as an account not only of pioneering travel in Bhutan but of two historic
Everest expeditions and of the unique expedition of 1960-1, this book could
hardly fail to be an important addition to Himalayan record; its success in that
respect goes without saying. But from the point of view of personal climbing
motivation it is also a fascinating book. Michael Ward is as dedicated a medical
scientist as he is a mountaineer or mountain explorer, and he has had to recon
cile these two occupations, both of which he calls 'obsessional'. Not everyone
in that position (though few of us are) could have done this without sacrifi
cing one to the other. David Cox

In High Places By Dougal Haston. Pp 168. Illustrated. Casseli, 1972. Price £2'75.

Dougal Haston is arguably the most formidable mountaineer in Great Britain
today. Certainly if it had been at all possible for anyone to have completed the
first ascent of the sw face of Everest in the autumn of 1972 he would have been
the person to do so.

Born, educated and carrying out all his early climbing in Scotland it is interesting
in this book to trace his development both as a person and as a mountaineer.
Initially he used to be almost beside himself with fury at Sassenachs coming N

and successfully completing hard winter and summer routes on 'his' faces of
Ben Nevis-for only Scotsmen could climb hard ice in Scotland; later this
insularity fades and he now lives in Leysin in Switzerland.
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Winter climbing in Scotland, however, was the anvil on which his formidable
talent in this sphere, and his outstanding skills as a mountaineer, have been
forged. It was also one of the forcing grounds which resulted in his ruthless
and demanding mental attitude towards his own abilities-and this has led to
the successful ascent of the S face of Annapurna with Don Whillans, the Eiger
Direct in winter and other extreme routes.

Not all of Haston's climbs have been successful, for instance an attempt on
the Shroud and the recent winter retreat from a line in the central couloir to
the right of the Walker Spur-also on the Grandes Jorasses. Yet these show as
much evidence of his phenomenal skill, judgement and ruthless determination
as do the successful climbs; perhaps more so as the psychological let down
in these cases may be even more marked.

Like many who have made advances, whether in the sphere of physical or
mental activity, he was not content with the status quo and he acknowledges
that his attitudes and outlook in what he calls a wild, crazy and sometimes
disastrous period in his younger days 'was still a very essential part of shaping
the mountaineer that I am now'. ('All progress', said Shaw, 'depends on the
unreasonable man').

His book covers a wide spectrum, from Yosemite and the eerro Torre to the
European Alps in winter and summer and the Himalaya, but the face of the
Eiger by the voie nonnale and the Eiger Direct in winter seem central to his
development as a mountaineer. The mental state engendered by HarJin's
death, the extreme difficulty of the route and the frightful weather made him
capable of successfully climbing the S face of Annapurna and of getting very
high on Everest in autumn.

Haston's style of writing is crisp ann laconic, even staccato in places. It reads
at times with the abrupt intimacy of a diary. A highly competitive person and
perhaps rather withdrawn, this style fits well to what he is describing. There is
no superfluous padding but the essentials are there, stark and bold. I very much
enjoyed reading this book both for the action and the insight into feelings that
those of us who have been pushed to limits and survived have all shared.

Michael Ward
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